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Abstract. This article revisits the original designated confirmer signa-
ture scheme of Chaum. Following the same spirit we naturally extend the
Chaum’s construction in a more general setting and analyze its security
in a formal way. We prove its security in the random oracle model by
using a random hash function and a random permutation. We notably
consider the confirmer as an attacker against the existential forgery un-
der an adaptive chosen-message attack. This security property is shown
to rely on the hardness of forging signatures in a universal way of a classi-
cal existentially forgeable signature scheme. Furthermore, we show that
the invisibility of the signatures under a non-adaptive chosen-message
(aka lunchtime) attack relies on some invisibility properties of an ex-
istentially forgeable undeniable signature scheme. The existence of this
cryptographic primitive is shown equivalent to the existence of public-
key cryptosystems. It is also interesting to see that this article confirms
the security of Chaum’s scheme since our construction is a natural gen-
eralization of this scheme.
Key words: Designated confirmer signatures, random oracle model.
1 Introduction
Undeniable signatures [7] are some signature schemes which allow to authenticate
a message in such a way that the recipient has to interact with the signer in
order to be convinced of its validity. Otherwise the recipient cannot learn any
information on the validity of the signature by its own. This kind of signature is
useful for privacy protection when the signer would like to keep control on the
spread of proofs of his signing. Some further applications such as the authenticity
of software or auctions have been mentioned or presented in [5,8,9,15,25].
One drawback of such a signature scheme is that the physical integrity of
the signer can be threatened to make him collaborate to the confirmation or
denial protocol. This motivated Chaum in 1994 [6] to introduce designated con-
firmer signatures in which the ability to confirm/deny a signature is shifted to
a delegate. The principal idea of this scheme is to mix an undeniable signature
related to the confirmer with the hash of the message to be signed and then to
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sign the result by using a classical existentially forgeable signature. In the same
year, Okamoto [19] presented a generic construction based on some three move
identification protocols and proved that the existence of confirmer signatures is
equivalent to that of public-key cryptosystems. Since then, several new schemes
have been proposed and some security issues have been explored [3,4,12,16].
The goal of this paper is to review the original scheme of Chaum [6] as well
as the underlying ideas of his construction in a formal and more general setting.
Namely, his original article neither presents a formal model nor a security proof.
Our principal motivation is that the scheme of Chaum remains at this time one
of the most simple and elegant construction of designated confirmer signature
scheme. One motivation is to study the possibility to use an undeniable signature
scheme in the construction of a designated confirmer signature, in particular
reusing the confirmation and denial protocol.
As far as we know, the only generic constructions of designated confirmer sig-
natures which are based on an undeniable signature scheme are that of Chaum [6]
and the one of Okamoto [19]. The security of the latter was only proved in 2001
in [20] and its resistance against existential forgery under an adaptive chosen-
message attack holds only against a classical adversary, i.e., anybody but the
confirmer. To our best knowledge, the security of the Chaum’s construction has
not been proved yet. Moreover, the only known security flaw of this scheme is
mentioned in [3]. The authors presented an attack against the invisibility of sig-
natures in the adaptive scenario against the scheme of Michels and Stadler [16]
and argued that the same kind of attack holds against the scheme of Chaum.
In this attack, the attacker is able to transform a given message-signature pair
in a new one such that the latter pair is valid only if the original pair is valid.
Hence, the attacker breaks the invisibility of the first signature by sending the
second pair to the confirmer for a confirmation (or denial) protocol.
Contributions of this paper. We extend the Chaum’s construction based on
an undeniable signature in a very natural way and formally study its security.
To this end, we assume we have the two following cryptographic primitives at
disposal: a classical existentially forgeable signature scheme and an existentially
forgeable undeniable signature scheme. We then introduce the model of security
and prove the security of this construction in the random oracle model. The
main security result concerns the resistance against existential forgery under
an adaptive chosen-message attack. This property is proved assuming that the
underlying existentially forgeable signature scheme is resistant against a uni-
versal forgery under a no-message attack and holds even when the attacker is
the confirmer. We furthermore show that the invisibility holds under a lunchtime
chosen-message attack provided that the underlying undeniable signature scheme
satisfies invisibility under a lunchtime known-message attack. This generalized
Chaum construction does not satisfy invisibility against an adaptive attacker.
We explain why this property certainly cannot be achieved without considerably
changing the basic construction and its spirit. We also present a practical real-
ization of this generalized Chaum construction. Finally, we dedicate a section
of this paper to show that the existence of an existentially forgeable undeniable
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signature scheme which is invisible under a lunchtime known-message attack is
equivalent to the existence of a public-key encryption scheme. This confirms that
this construction is consistent with the result of Okamoto [19] and that depend-
ing on the required properties, an undeniable signature can lie in two classes of
cryptographic primitives, those of public-key encryption and digital signatures.
2 Designated Confirmer Signature Scheme
We recall in this section the different algorithms of a designated confirmer sig-
nature scheme. In such a scheme we need to consider three entities that are the
signer (S), the confirmer (C) and the verifier (V). They all possess a pair of
public/secret key KU := (KUp ,KUs ) for U ∈ {S,C,V}. The set of the message
space is denoted by M and the set of the signature space is denoted by Σ. A
designated confirmer signature is composed of the following algorithms.
Setup Let k be a security parameter. The setup is composed of three probabilis-
tic polynomial time algorithms SetupU for U ∈ {S,C,V} producing keys
KU ← SetupU(1k). Furthermore, we assume that public keys are exchanged
in an authenticated way.
Sign Let m ∈ M be a message. On the input of the signer’s secret key KSs and
confirmer’s public key KCp , the (probabilistic) polynomial time algorithm
Sign generates a signature σ ← Sign(m,KSs ,KCp ) of m (which lies in Σ).
We say that the pair (m,σ) is valid if there exists a random tape such that
Sign(m,KSs ,KCp ) outputs σ. Otherwise, we say (m,σ) is invalid.
Confirm Let (m,σ) ∈ M × Σ be a supposedly valid message-signature pair.
Confirm is an interactive protocol between C and V i.e., a pair of interactive
probabilistic polynomial time algorithms ConfirmC and ConfirmV such that
m, σ, KCp , KSp , KVp are input of both, KCs is the auxiliary input of ConfirmC
and KVs is the auxiliary input of ConfirmV. At the end of the protocol,
ConfirmV outputs a boolean value which tells whether σ is accepted as a
valid signature of m.
Deny Let (m,σ′) ∈ M× Σ be an alleged invalid message-signature pair. Deny
is an interactive protocol between C and V i.e., a pair of interactive proba-
bilistic polynomial time algorithms DenyC and DenyV such that m, σ′, KCp ,
KSp , KVp are input of both, KCs is the auxiliary input of DenyC and KVs is
the auxiliary input of DenyV. At the end of the protocol, DenyV outputs a
boolean value which tells whether σ′ is accepted as an invalid signature.
3 Security Requirements
Existential Forgery This notion protects the signer S from an attacker A which
would like to forge a signature on a (possibly random) message m ∈M without
knowing the signer’s secret key KSs . In this paper, we will consider the stan-
dard security notion of existential forgery under adaptive chosen-message attack
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defined by Goldwasser et al. [11] for classical digital signatures. We adapt this
notion in our context as follows.
Definition 1. The designated confirmer signature Sign is secure against an ex-
istential forgery under adaptive chosen-message attack if there exists no proba-
bilistic polynomial time algorithm A which wins the following game with a non-
negligible probability.
Game: A receives KCp , KSp , KVp (possibly KCs ) from (KCp ,KCs ) ← SetupC(1k),
(KSp ,KSs ) ← SetupS(1k), (KVp ,KVs ) ← SetupV(1k), generated randomly and de-
pending on a security parameter k. Then, A can query some chosen messages to
a signing oracle, some chosen pairs (m∗, σ∗) ∈ M× Σ to a confirmation (and
denial) protocol oracle and interact with it in a confirmation (denial) protocol
where the oracle plays the role of the prover. All these queries must be polyno-
mially bounded in k and can be sent adaptively. A wins the game if it outputs a
valid pair (m,σ) ∈ M × Σ such that m was not queried to the signing oracle.
We denote this probability of success by Succef−cmaSign,A (k).
Invisibility of Signatures We present here a definition which is adapted from [3].
Definition 2. We say that Sign satisfies the invisibility property under a lunch-
time chosen (resp. known)-message attack if there exists no probabilistic polyno-
mial time algorithm D called invisibility distinguisher which wins the following
game with a non-negligible probability.
Game: D receives KCp ,KSp ,KVp (possibly KSs ) from (KCp ,KCs ) ← SetupC(1k),
(KSp ,KSs ) ← SetupS(1k), (KVp ,KVs ) ← SetupV(1k). It can query some chosen
messages to a signing oracle and some message-signature pairs (m,σ) ∈M×Σ
to some oracles running the confirmation and denial protocol. After a given time
(a lunch time), D does not have access to the oracles anymore. Then, it chooses
two messages m0,m1 ∈ M and submits them to a challenger (resp. gets two
messages m0,m1 ∈ M with uniform distribution). The challenger picks a ran-
dom bit b. He sets σ = Sign(mb,KSs ,KCp ). D receives σ. Finally, D outputs a
guess bit b′. D wins the game if b′ = b.
The advantage of such a distinguisher D is ε, where the probability that b′ = b
is 12 + ε.
Note that this definition is a little weaker than the definition of [3] in which
D can continue to send queries to the oracles after the selection of m0, m1. We
will discuss this point in Subsection 5.2.
Non-Coercibility This notion prevents that the signer S is coerced by anybody
who would like to get a proof that a given signature was really generated by
S after the signature is released. As far as the signer erases his intermediate
computations, this notion can be regarded as an extension of the invisibility
property in which the attacker is given KSs . Indeed a signer who would keep in
memory the random values needed to generate a signature could be coerced to
prove later how this one was generated. Note also that we should distinguish the
non-coercibility from the receipt-freeness where the signer would be unable to
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keep a proof that he really generated a given signature even if he meant to. This
extends the non-coercibility to the non-corruptibility.
As additional security properties related to the confirmation and denial pro-
tocols, we have the completeness, the soundness and the non-transferability. The
completeness ensures that a protocol always passes when the prover and the veri-
fier follow it correctly. The soundness of the confirmation (resp. denial) protocol
prevents from a malicious prover to prove that an invalid (resp. valid) signa-
ture is valid (resp. invalid). The non-transferability of the confirmation (resp.
denial) protocol prevents a verifier from transferring the proof of the validity
(resp. invalidity) of a signature to any third party. This concept was first stated
in [14]. Moreover, a generic construction based on trapdoor commitments [2] is
also given in this article. Formal definitions of these notions are given in [3].
4 The Generalized Chaum’s Construction
4.1 Building Blocks
Existentially Forgeable Signature We consider an existentially forgeable signa-
ture ExSign such as the plain RSA or plain DSA1 scheme. We have a setup which
generates the keys associated to this scheme (that of S), (KSp ,KSs )← SetupS(1k)
which depends on a security parameter k. Let Mex denote the message space
and Σex denote the signature space of this scheme. We have
σex ← ExSignKSs (mex), 0 or 1← ExVerifyKSp (mex, σex)
depending on whether (mex, σex) ∈ Mex × Σex is a valid message-signature
pair. We also have a probabilistic algorithm (mex, σex) ← ExForge(KSp ) which
existentially forges a valid message-signature pair such that mex is uniformly
distributed in Mex.
For proving the security of Sign, we will need to assume that ExSign satisfies
universal unforgeability under a no-message attack.
Definition 3. We say that the signature scheme ExSign resists against a univer-
sal forgery under a no-message attack if there exists no probabilistic polynomial
time algorithm B that wins the following game with a non-negligible probability.
Game: B first receives the public key KSp from (KSp ,KSs )← SetupS(1k) generated
randomly and depending on the security parameter k. Then, B receives a chal-
lenged message mex ∈Mex which is uniformly picked at random. At the end, B
wins this game if it outputs a signature σex such that ExVerifyKSp (mex, σex) = 1.
Our definition of universal forgery is slightly weaker than usual as in [22],
where a successful attacker should be able to forge a valid signature to every
challenged message of the message space. In many situations such as plain RSA
or plain DSA where messages can be blinded, the two notions are equivalent.
1 Plain DSA is DSA without a hash function.
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Group Structure We need Mex to form a group with an internal operation ¯.
The inverse of an element mex ∈ Mex with respect to this group operation is
simply denoted m−1ex .
Existentially Forgeable Undeniable Signature We consider an existentially forge-
able undeniable signature scheme UnSign whose associated pair of keys is that
of C i.e. (KCp ,KCs ) ← SetupC(1k). We denote the message space Mun and the
signature space Σun. We have two probabilistic polynomial time algorithms
σun ← UnSign(KCs ,mun) and (mun, σun)← UnForge(KCp ),
where the latter outputs a valid message-signature pair such that mun is uni-
formly distributed. Furthermore, we also have two interactive protocols UnCon-
firm and UnDeny between C and V. The properties are the same as for the
algorithms Confirm and Deny.
We will assume that the function UnSign(KCs , ·) is balanced on the set Σun for
any secret key KCs . So, the probability for a pair (mun, σun) uniformly picked at
random in Mun ×Σun to be valid is equal to ν := v/|Σun|, where v denotes the
number of valid signatures related (and independent) to each mun.
Some examples of such undeniable signatures are the MOVA scheme [17],
the RSA based scheme from [9], the scheme of Chaum [5] based on the discrete
logarithm problem and the generic scheme [18] based on group homomorphisms.
All these schemes present this property provided that we remove some hash
functions or pseudorandom generators. Furthermore, we note that these obtained
signatures schemes are deterministic and therefore cannot satisfy the invisibility
property under a chosen-message attack.
Random Hash Function We consider a hash function h : M → Mex which is
collision-resistant. We furthermore assume that h is full-domain i.e., its range is
the full set Mex. h will be considered as a random oracle.
Random Permutation We consider a public permutation C : Mex → Mex. C
will be considered as a random permutation oracle (see [21,23]) i.e., C is picked
uniformly at random among all permutations overMex. We assume that we can
send queries to the oracle C and the oracle C−1.
Representation Function We consider a fixed bijection B :Mun ×Σun →Mex.
In what follows, we will always work with the function F := C ◦B instead of C
and B separately. Note that F is then a random bijective function.
4.2 The Scheme
The generic construction we proposed is a natural generalization of Chaum’s
scheme [6]. The signer generates a valid message-signature pair with respect to an
existentially forgeable undeniable signature scheme. Then the signer mixes this
pair with a message digest of the message and finally signs the result in a classical
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way using ExSign. The validity of this designated confirmer signature will then
rely on the validity of the message-signature pair which can only be confirmed
by the confirmer. Since ExSign is existentially forgeable, anybody could have
produced a signature with an invalid message-signature pair. On the other hand,
when the message-signature pair is valid the designated confirmer signature can
be produced only by the signer. So, without the help of the confirmer it is not
possible to deduce the validity or invalidity of a designated confirmer signature.
Setup Three pairs of keys are generated (KUp ,KUs )← SetupU(1k) from a security
parameter k, where U ∈ {S,C,V}.
Sign Let m ∈ M be a given message to sign. The signer runs the algorithm
UnForge to obtain a pair (mun, σun) and computes h(m). He then computes
mex := F(mun, σun)¯h(m). The designated confirmer signature of m is then
σ = (mex, σex), where σex ← ExSignKSs (mex).
Confirm The verifier and the confirmer check that ExVerifyKSp (mex, σex) = 1.
Then, they computemex¯h(m)−1, apply F−1, and retrieve (mun, σun). Then
V interacts with C in a proof protocol in which C proves that (mun, σun) is
valid using UnConfirm. If this is verified the protocol outputs 1.
Deny In the denial protocol, the verifier and the confirmer first check that
ExVerifyKSp (mex, σex) = 1 and then retrieve (mun, σun) as in the confirma-
tion. Then V interacts with C in a proof protocol in which C proves that
(mun, σun) is invalid using UnDeny. If this is verified the protocol outputs 1.
Note that the confirmer could also confirm or deny signatures in an anony-
mous way: he does not need σex nor mex but only mun and σun which contain
no information about the signer or the message. This could be suitable for some
applications.
5 Security Results
5.1 Security against Adaptive Chosen-Message Existential Forgeries
Theorem 4. The scheme Sign resists against existential forgery under an adap-
tive chosen-message attack provided that
1. h is a random hash function oracle and C/C−1 is a random permutation
oracle
2. ExSign resists against universal forgery under a no-message attack
3. valid (mun, σun) pairs are sparse in Mun ×Σun (i.e. ν ¿ 1)
even if the attacker is the confirmer C.
More precisely, for any attacker A which wins in the game of existential forgery
under an adaptive chosen-message attack against Sign with success probability
Succef−cmaSign,A (k) = ε using qh h-queries, qF F-queries, q∗F F−1-queries, and qS Sign
queries, we can construct another attacker B which wins the game of universal
forgery under a no-message attack against ExSign with success probability
Pr[Succuf−nmaExSign,B(k)] ≥
1
qF · qh
(
ε− (qF + q
∗
F )
2
|Mex| − 2ν
)
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using one run of A.
Proof. For this proof, following Shoup’s methodology [26], we will provide a
sequence of games beginning from the real attack and reach a game allowing to
deduce a universal forgery against ExSign. B is given a challenged public key KSp
and a challenged message mchal ∈Mex for which it has to forge a signature σchal
such that ExVerifyKSp (mchal, σchal) outputs 1 with a non-negligible probability.
Game 1. Here, we consider the real attack game with the random oracle h and
random function oracle F . First, A receives a challenged public key uniformly
picked at random KSp for which it will have to output an existential forgery.
Since the attacker A can be the confirmer, A gets also the confirmer key pair
(KCp ,KCs ). Note that it can simulate ConfirmC and DenyC, so we do not need to
give A an access to the denial and confirmation protocol. The attacker makes
adaptively and in any order the following queries:
- A sends qh messages m1, . . . ,mqh ∈M to the random oracle h and receives
the corresponding hash values h1, . . . , hqh .
- A sends qF pairs (mun,1, σun,1), . . . , (mun,qF , σun,qF ) to the random function
oracle F and receives the corresponding values f1, . . . , fqF .
- A sends q∗F elements f∗1 , . . . , f∗q∗F to the random function oracle F
−1 and
receives the corresponding values (m∗un,1, σ
∗
un,1), . . . , (m
∗
un,q∗F
, σ∗un,q∗F ).
- A sends qS messages ms1, . . . ,msqS to the signing oracle Sign (with respect
to the challenged public key) and receives the corresponding signatures
σ1, . . . , σqS . We assume that qh and qF includes the queries made by Sign.
After these queries,A outputs a messagem (not queried to the signing oracle)
with a correct forged signature σ with success probability Pr[S1] = ε. In what
follows, we denote the probability event that A succeeds in the Game i as Si.
Note that the challenged public key B received in the universal forgery game
against ExSign is the one given to A inGame 1. Namely, there is no problem for
doing this since the two keys are uniformly distributed in the same key space.
Game 2. Here, B simulates the random oracle h as well as the random function
F using two appropriate lists h-List and F-List. It will apply the following rules:
– To a query mi, B picks hi uniformly at random inMex and adds the element
(mi, hi) in h-List if mi is not already in h-List. Otherwise, it simply looks in
the h-List and answers the corresponding h-value.
– To handle the F and F−1 oracle queries, it proceeds in a similar way. To
a query (mun,i, σun,i), it picks fi uniformly at random in Mex and adds
((mun,i, σun,i), fi) in F-List if (mun,i, σun,i) is not already in F-List . Oth-
erwise, B answers the corresponding fi taken from F-List. Note that the
simulation fails when collisions occur for some distinct fi since F is a bijec-
tive function. It proceeds exactly in the same way for the F−1 queries by
using the same list F-List.
Since h is a random oracle and F a random function oracle, we see that the
simulation is perfect except when a collision on outputs of F resp. F−1 occurs.
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Let CollF be the event that such a collision occurs in Game 1 (equivalently in
Game 2). Obviously, Pr[S1 ∧ ¬CollF] = Pr[S2 ∧ ¬CollF], so we can apply the
Shoup’s lemma [26] and obtain
|Pr[S2]− Pr[S1]| ≤ Pr[CollF] ≤ (qF + q
∗
F )
2
|Mex| .
Game 3. This game is identical as Game 2 except that B simulates the Sign
oracle. Sign must query msi to h. Let ht be the answer. Sign must also run
UnForge. Let (m′un,i, σ
′
un,i) be the forged message-signature pair with respect to
the Unsign scheme. It also runs the probabilistic algorithm ExForge which outputs
a valid message-signature pair (mex,i, σex,i) with respect to ExSign. Sign must
also query F with (m′un,i, σ′un,i) and gets some fs. Then, B simulates the value
fs := F(m′un,i, σ′un,i) by setting fs := mex,i ¯ (ht)−1. Note that if (m′un,i, σ′un,i)
or fs is an element which lies already in F-List B has to abort the simulation.
Namely, in the first case it could not choose the output value fs while in the
second case it might fail the simulation if fs has a preimage which is not a valid
message-signature pair inMun×Σun. Since the collisions related to the outputs
of F and F−1 (even those queried by ExSign) are already cancelled in Game
2, such bad events do not happen here. Hence, we notice that the simulation is
perfect since ExForge outputs an mex,i which is uniformly picked in Mex. Note
also that the distribution of m′un,i is uniform (assumed for UnForge). Thus, for
any ht the distribution of fs is uniform as well and the distribution of the pairs
(mex,i, σex,i) is the same as that from Sign. We have
Pr[S3] = Pr[S2].
Game 4. Here, we would like to obtain a game where the output forged message-
signature pair (m,σ) = (m, (mex, σex)) has the two following properties:
– m was queried to the random oracle h (necessarily not through Sign).
– f := mex¯ h(m)−1 is an output from a query made to the oracle F (maybe
through Sign).
The first condition does not hold with a probability less than 1/|Mex| since the
attacker A could not do better than guessing the right h(m). The second one
does not hold if A guessed the right f (i.e., with probability up to 1/|Mex|)
or if it queried f to F−1-oracle and obtained a valid signature pair (mun, σun),
i.e., with probability up to ν since UnSign is balanced. The probability that
this condition does not hold is then less than max(1/|Mex|, ν) which is ν since
1/ν < |Σun| < |Mex|. Therefore,
|Pr[S4]− Pr[S3]| ≤ 1|Mex| + ν ≤ 2ν.
Game 5. B picks j ∈U {1, . . . , qh}, ` ∈U {1, . . . , qF} at the beginning and it
succeeds if m was the jth query to h and mex ¯ h(m)−1 was the output from
the `th query to F . We have,
Pr[S5] =
1
qh · qF Pr[S4].
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Game 6. Here, B simulates the output hj by setting hj := f−1` ¯mchal. This
simulation is perfect because mchal is an element uniformly picked at random
and is unused so far. Thus,
Pr[S6] = Pr[S5].
Finally, we notice that A forged an ExSign signature to the message mchal if
it succeeds in the Game 6 since m = mj , f = f` and mex = mchal in this case.
We then have Pr[Succuf−nmaExSign,B(k)] = Pr[S6]. Thus,
Pr[Succuf−nmaExSign,B(k)] ≥
1
qF · qh
(
ε− (qF + q
∗
F )
2
|Mex| − 2ν
)
. uunionsq
5.2 Invisibility to Lunchtime Chosen-Message Distinguisher
Theorem 5 (Invisibility). Assume that h and C are fixed and that σun is
uniformly distributed for any fixed key when mun is uniformly distributed. For
any invisibility distinguisher D under a lunchtime chosen-message attack against
Sign with advantage ε > 0, there exists an invisibility distinguisher UD under a
lunchtime known-message attack against UnSign with advantage ε′ ≥ ε/2 which
uses one run of D.
Proof. First UD is fed with KCp issued from (KCp ,KCs )← SetupC(1k). Then, UD
runs (KSp ,KSs ) ← SetupS(1k) and transmits KCp ,KSp ,KSs to D. The answers of
the oracle queries from D will be simulated by UD. Since D has the signer secret
key KSs , it does not need any access to a signing oracle. UD simulates the oracle
queries to the confirmation and denial protocol as follows:
- To a message-signature pair (m, (mex, σex)), UD checks first that (mex, σex) is
a valid pair with respect to ExSign. It retrieves the corresponding (mun, σun)
and forwards this query to the confirmation (or denial) protocol oracle with
respect to UnSign.
At a time, D sends two messages m0,m1 ∈ M to UD. UD receives from its
challenger two messages m0un,m
1
un ∈Mun and a signature σun ∈ Σun (The chal-
lenger flipped a coin b ∈U {0, 1} and set σun ← UnSign(mbun)). Then, UD picks
two random bits b1, b2 ∈U {0, 1}, sets mex = F(mb2un, σun) ¯ h(mb1), computes
σex = ExSignKSs (mex) and sends σ = (mex, σex) to D. Then, D answers a bit b′′
to UD. Finally, UD answers a bit b′ = b1⊕b2⊕b′′ (If D aborts, we pick a random
b′′.) to its challenger. It remains to compute the probability of success of UD.
To this end, we compute Pr[b′ = b] = Pr[b′ = b ∧ b2 = b] + Pr[b′ = b ∧ b2 6= b].
We also have
Pr[b′ = b ∧ b2 6= b] = Pr[b′′ = b⊕ b2 ⊕ b1 ∧ b2 6= b] = Pr[b′′ = ¬b1|b2 6= b] · 12 .
When b2 6= b then (mb2un, σun) is uniformly distributed and independent from b1,
hence b′′ is independent from b1. Thus, Pr[b′ = b ∧ b2 6= b] = 1/4. Finally, since
Pr[b′ = b ∧ b2 = b] = (1/2 + ε) Pr[b2 = b] = 1/2(1/2 + ε) we get Pr[b′ = b] =
1/2 + ε/2. uunionsq
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The scheme Sign does not satisfy the stronger adaptive invisibility notion
defined in [3]. Namely, after having received the challenged signature σ, D could
deduce the two pairs (m0un, σ
0
un), (m
1
un, σ
1
un) which would correspond to m0 and
m1. Then, D generates a signature σ′ on another messagem′ by using (m0un, σ0un)
and queries the pair (m′, σ′) to the confirmation and denial oracle. Depending
on the answer, D deduces whether (m0un, σ0un) is valid or not. From this, we see
that D wins the invisibility game under an adaptive attack.
The fundamental problem relies on the fact that the attacker can always
retrieve the corresponding pair (mun, σun) (as any verifier) from a message-
signature pair with respect to Sign. He can then sign a new message m′ by
reusing the pair (mun, σun) and query the obtained pair to the Confirm or Deny
oracle. Assuming that the verifier has to retrieve (mun, σun), the only way to
thwart such an attack is to make sure that the attacker cannot generate a new
signature with another message m′ with the same pair (mun, σun). This seems
to imply that (mun, σun) has to depend on m. Moreover, the verifier should not
be able to verify how (mun, σun) was generated since it would trivially break the
invisibility. This leads us to believe that the signer has to encrypt an element
with the secret confirmer key such as in the scheme proposed in [3]. Obviously,
the above discussion motivates the fact that we should strongly modify the gen-
eralized Chaum’s scheme, in particular the confirmation (resp. denial) protocol
cannot be achieved only with UnConfirm (resp. UnDeny).
5.3 Other Security Properties
The other security properties of our scheme are easier to prove, namely the
completeness of the confirmation resp. denial protocol is straightforward. The
other properties such as the soundness are inherited from the undeniable sig-
nature scheme. The non-transferability is also inherited. The non-coercibility
is obtained if the signer deleted intermediate computations from UnForge. In
this case, the invisibility of the undeniable signature scheme applies. Note that
receipt-freeness is not guaranteed.
6 A Practical Example
Here, we propose a practical realization of the presented construction quite sim-
ilar to that of Chaum [6]. First, we consider the Chaum’s undeniable signature
scheme [5] for UnSign. Let p be a prime integer of 1024 bits and g be a public
generator of Z∗p. Then, (KCs ,KCp ) = (c, gc mod p) := (c, h) for a c ∈U Z∗p−1. We
recall that Chaum’s undeniable signature of a message mun ∈ Z∗p is mcun mod p.
Hence, UnForge can be implemented by picking a random element r ∈ Zp−1 and
outputting the pair (mun, σun) := (gr mod p, hr mod p). The random function F
applied on (mun, σun) can be implemented by computing an AES with a fixed key
in a kind of CBC mode on mun||σun by B(mun||σun) = (x0|| . . . ||x15) where xi ∈
{0, 1}128 and C(x0|| . . . ||x15) = (x16|| . . . ||x31) with xi = AES(xi−16) ⊕ xi−1.
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Note that we must choose p close enough to 21024. The hash function h can be in-
stantiated with SHA-1 by h(m) = trunc2048(SHA-1(1||m)|| . . . ||SHA-1(13||m)),
where trunc2048 outputs the 2048 most significant bits of the input. The group
operation ¯ can be replaced by the XOR operation ⊕ on the set {0, 1}2048. We
finally take the plain DSA scheme for ExSign. Let q1 be a prime integer close
to 22048, a large prime number q2 = aq1 + 1 and a generator of Z∗q2 whose a-th
power is denoted as gq. Then, (KSs ,KSp ) = (x, gxq mod q2) for x ∈U Z∗q1 . Then,
σex = (r, s), where r = (gkq mod q2) mod q1 and s =
mex+xr
k mod q1 for a random
k ∈U Z∗q1 .
7 On Feasibility Results based on Cryptographic
Primitives
7.1 Discussion
This subsection provides a discussion on the relevance of the primitives used
in the generalized Chaum’s designated confirmer signature scheme. Namely, we
would like to explain why this construction is possible although a previous re-
sult of Okamoto [19] seems at the first glance to provide strong evidence of its
impossibility.
The study of relations between the cryptographic primitives always played
a central role in cryptography. In particular, it allows to clarify the kind of
primitives required to achieve the security of a given construction. Examples of
well-known basic primitives are one-way function, trapdoor one-way function, or
trapdoor predicates which were introduced by Goldwasser and Micali [10]. Here,
we will focus on two classes of equivalent primitives, that of one-way functions
and that of trapdoor predicates. These two classes contain respectively two ma-
jor cryptographic primitives, namely the digital signatures resp. the public-key
encryption. Rompel [24] proved that one-way functions are equivalent to signa-
tures and Goldwasser and Micali [10] showed the equivalence between trapdoor
predicates and public-key encryption. Since then, several cryptographic primi-
tives have been shown to belong to one of these classes, e.g. undeniable signatures
exist if and only if digital signatures exist [1].
Soon after their invention, designated confirmer signatures were proved to
belong in the public-key encryption class [19]. This showed that despite of their
similarities to undeniable signatures these two primitives are not equivalent.
Separation between these two classes was proved by Impagliazzo et al. [13] in
the black-box case, i.e., when the primitives are considered as black-box. This is
quite relevant since almost all reductions considered in cryptography are black-
box. Hence, this shows that the construction of a designated confirmer signature
requires a primitive equivalent to the public-key encryption.
Our proposed construction seems only to be based on primitives belonging
to the digital signatures class. Actually, this comes from an insufficient precise
way to characterize cryptographic primitives. For instance, when we talk about
a digital signature scheme, we mean a signature which is resistant to existen-
tial forgery under an adaptive chosen-message attack. Similarly an undeniable
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signature is meant to be implicitly secure in terms of existential forgery attacks
and signatures invisibility. In this generalized Chaum’s scheme, we have consid-
ered a special kind of undeniable signature which is existentially forgeable but
remains invisible under a lunchtime known-message attack. In the next subsec-
tion, we prove that the existence of such a primitive indeed implies the existence
of a public-key encryption semantically secure under a chosen-plaintext attack
(IND-CPA). So we prove that undeniable signatures may belong to two different
classes depending on the security properties we require. Paradoxically, although
this kind of undeniable signature satisfies weaker security properties than usual,
it belongs to a stronger class namely that of public-key encryption. Intuitively,
this can be explained by the fact that it seems more difficult for an existen-
tially forgeable undeniable signature to remain invisible than for an undeniable
signature which is resistant to existential forgery attacks.
7.2 UnSign and Public-Key Encryption
We explain here how we can construct an IND-CPA public-key cryptosystem
from the existentially forgeable undeniable signature scheme UnSign. We recall
that UnSign is assumed to satisfy invisibility under a lunchtime known-message
attack (this was required to prove that Sign is invisible under a lunchtime chosen-
message attack). For the sake of simplicity, this cryptosystem will encrypt only
one bit at a time. We denote the encryption scheme PKE. It is composed of
three polynomial time algorithms which are the key generator KGen, the encryp-
tion algorithm Enc, and the decryption algorithm Dec. The scheme is inspired
from [19].
KGen The key generator KGen generates a pair of key (pk, sk) by calling the key
generator of UnSign. It computes (KCp ,KCs )← SetupC(1k) from the security
parameter k and sets (pk, sk) := (KCp ,KCs ).
Enc Let b ∈ {0, 1} a bit to encrypt. If b = 0, we call the probabilistic algo-
rithm UnForge to generate a valid pair (mun, σun) ← UnForge(KCp ). The
pair (mun, σun) is set to be the ciphertext of b. If b = 1, we pick a pair
(mun, σun) ∈U Mun ×Σun uniformly at random. The pair (mun, σun) is the
ciphertext of b in this case.
Dec Let (mun, σun) be a ciphertext. Using the secret key sk = KCs , it suffices
to simulate UnConfirm or UnDeny to determine whether this pair is valid or
not. If the pair is valid the decrypted ciphertext is 0, else it is 1.
We prove here that PKE is IND-CPA secure provided that UnSign is invisible
under a lunchtime known-message attack. Assume the existence of an adversary
A which wins in an IND-CPA game against PKE with a non-negligible advantage
ε. Consider an adversary B which takes advantage of A in order to break the
invisibility of UnSign under a lunchtime known-message attack.
At the beginning of the invisibility game, B receives a challenged pair of key
(KCp ,KCs ) and playing the role of the challenger in the IND-CPA game forwards
the same key pair to A. After a given time, A will trivially send two bits 0, 1
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to B. After a lunchtime, B will receive two challenged messages m0un, m1un with
a signature σun. B sends the challenged pair (m0un, σun) to A. Note that this
challenge is perfectly simulated except when σun is a valid signature to both m0un
and m1un. Such an event occurs with a probability ν. Otherwise, the probability
for (m0un, σun) to be a valid message-signature pair is exactly 1/2. Then, A
answers a bit b. This bit b is also the answer of B to its challenger. Thus, the
advantage ε′ of B satisfies ε′ ≥ ε− ν.
8 Conclusion
We revisited the designated confirmer signature scheme of Chaum and extended
this one in a natural way in a generic scheme which transforms an undeniable
signature scheme into a designated confirmer signature scheme. In the random
oracle model, we proved that this construction is resistant against existential
forgery under an adaptive chosen-message attack in which the attacker is the
confirmer. It satisfies invisibility in the non-adaptive scenario in which the at-
tacker is the signer. Our results trivially apply to the original Chaum scheme.
Selective convertibility can also be included in this construction. As far as we
know this construction is the only one which is based on a generic undeniable sig-
nature scheme and which is proven existentially unforgeable against an attacker
having the confirmer’s secret key. Finally, we proved that an existentially un-
forgeable undeniable signature which is invisible under a known-message attack
scheme lies in the class of cryptographic primitives equivalent to the public-key
encryption.
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